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We incorporate fine-structure corrections into the dynamical diquark model of multiquark exotic
hadrons. These improvements include effects due to finite diquark size, spin-spin couplings within
the diquarks, and most significantly, isospin-dependent couplings in the form of pionlike exchanges
expected to occur between the light quarks within the diquarks. Using a simplified two-parameter
interaction Hamiltonian, we obtain fits in which the isoscalar JPC = 1++ state—identified as the
X(3872)—appears naturally as the lightest exotic (including all states that are predicted by the
model but have not yet been observed), while the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) decay predominantly to
J/ψ and ηc, respectively, in accord with experiment. We explore implications of this model for the
excited tetraquark multiplets and the pentaquarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The census of heavy-quark (c- or b-containing) exotic
hadrons has now reached about 40 candidates, with no
indication of a slackening in the pace of their discovery.
Equally surprising is that no single theoretical picture has
emerged as a global paradigm to describe their structure.
Advocates can point to examples among the exotics for
which hadronic molecules, hybrids, hadroquarkonium,
diquark states, or threshold effects are particularly well
suited, while detractors can point to equally compelling
counterexamples. The status of both experimental re-
sults and theoretical pictures have been reviewed exten-
sively in a number of recent reviews [1–11].
From the theoretical point of view, all of the pic-
tures are based upon sound ideas—phenomena either
proven to exist in phenomenology (e.g., atomic nuclei as
hadronic molecules) or as well-studied features of quan-
tum field theory [e.g., the SU(3)color triplet diquark at-
traction; hadronic one-shell threshold-induced singulari-
ties in Green’s functions from chiral Lagrangians]. How-
ever, which particular mechanisms are most important to
describe the detailed spectrum and decay modes of the
existing exotics remains an unsettled and hotly disputed
question. Even if one specific picture eventually emerges
as the dominant model, very likely the inclusion of modi-
fications due to the other effects will be essential in order
to obtain a detailed understanding of the exotics.
In this spirit, it is essential to push any given the-
oretical picture to its limit, examining both its suc-
cesses and shortcomings as a global model for the ex-
otics. The purpose of the current work is to continue
the development of the dynamical diquark picture of ex-
otics [12, 13], which is defined through the color attrac-
tion of the channel 3 ⊗ 3 → 3¯ to form heavy-light di-
quarks δ ≡ (Qq)3¯ and their antiparticles δ¯ ≡ (Q¯q¯)3 as
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quasi-bound hadronic subcomponents. The presence of
a heavy quark Q means that δ is more spatially com-
pact than a typical light-quark hadron, while the large
energy release available in the production processes of
exotics (either through b-quark decay [for charmonium-
like states] or collider production) means that the color-
nonsinglet δ and δ¯ can separate a sufficient distance to
allow the δ-δ¯ state to temporarily evade color recombi-
nation (into, e.g., a hadronic molecule) until the quarks
of δ ultimately combine with the antiquarks of δ¯ in the
decay of the state. The triplet-channel attraction need
not conclude after just two quarks [14], leading to the
proposal of triquarks θ¯ ≡ [Q¯(q1q2)3¯]3 as components of
pentaquark states in the combination θ¯δ [13].
The dynamical diquark picture has been developed
into a full model, including a specific spectroscopy and
decay selection rules, in Ref. [15]. The key ingredient nec-
essary to characterize states formed from separated δ-δ¯
or θ¯-δ pairs is the introduction of the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation [16], which distinguishes the heavy,
slowly changing δ and δ¯ (or θ¯) from the rapidly chang-
ing degrees of freedom in the color flux tube connecting
them. The spectrum of flux-tube configurations of non-
trivial gluon content has, in turn, been studied on the
lattice for decades; for example, these simulations have
been used to compute heavy-quarkonium hybrid-meson
masses [17].
In Ref. [18], the results of lattice simulations obtained
by two independent collaborations [19, 20] for two sep-
arated, color-triplet sources have been input as static-
source BO potentials V (r) for Schro¨dinger equations of
δ-δ¯ and θ¯-δ systems. Any observed exotic of known
mass and JPC quantum numbers may then be identi-
fied with a state of the same JPC appearing in one of
the multiplets listed in Ref. [15] and selected as a ref-
erence state, its mass serving as a particular eigenvalue
of the Schro¨dinger equations, which for tetraquarks fixes
the diquark mass mδ. But then, with V (r) and mδ spec-
ified, the entire mass spectrum of all tetraquarks is com-
pletely determined—at least, ignoring the fine-structure
mass splittings within the levels of each BO potential. If
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2one chooses the 1++ X(3872) to fix the (positive-parity)
ground-state multiplet Σ+g (1S), then Ref. [18] shows that
the (negative-parity) first excited levels Σ+g (1P ) appear
at about 4240 MeV, in excellent agreement with 1−−
states such as the Y (4220) appearing nearby, and the
next (positive-parity) excited levels Σ+g (2S) appear at
about 4440 MeV, in excellent agreement with the appear-
ance of the 1++ state Zc(4430). Pentaquarks can then
be studied by using the value of mδ obtained from the
tetraquark fit and selecting a reference pentaquark state
to fix mθ¯, and hence, the rest of the spectrum.
To go further with this analysis, however, one must
consider the aforementioned fine-structure corrections.
Just as for quarkonium, one can identify multiple types
of such corrections: spin-spin, spin-orbit, tensor, Dar-
win terms, etc.. However, multiquark exotics offer a
much richer possible set of interactions, simply due to
the greater combinatorics available to their constituent
particles. Choosing to work with a diquark model sim-
plifies matters somewhat, by clustering the components
into identifiable subunits with good quantum numbers.
For example, Ref. [21] achieved rather satisfying results
in their “Type-II” diquark model by assuming that the
dominant spin-spin interactions are solely those between
the quarks within each diquark; the mass splitting be-
tween the two 1+− states Z0c (3900) and Z0c (4020) arises
quite naturally in this scheme.
One ingredient that, to our knowledge, has not before
been included in previous diquark models is isospin de-
pendence in the interaction potential. In the most naive
type of tetraquark model, two quarks and two antiquarks
are placed in close proximity, and (in the limit mu=md)
one expects no distinction between tetraquarks differing
only in the light-flavor contents uu¯, ud¯, du¯, and dd¯. That
is, one expects completely degenerate quartets consisting
of I = 0 and I = 1 multiplets. But the physical exotics
appear to form ordinary I = 0 and I = 1 multiplets (the
experimental absence [22] of a charged partner to the
X(3872) is particularly significant in this respect), so a
truly predictive model of exotics must contain isospin-
dependent effects at some level. Since the δ-δ¯ pair is
connected by color-nonsinglet interactions, so too must
be the isospin-exchange quanta in this model. In the con-
text of dense QCD, a variant of the Nambu-Goldstone
theorem has been demonstrated [23], which effectively
means that light colored “pions” can exist and can prop-
agate across the color flux tube connecting the δ-δ¯ pair,
providing the essential isospin dependence in these states.
In the ground-state multiplet Σ+g (1S), the 6 possible
states [see Eq. (5) or (6) below] should therefore actually
be listed as 6 isosinglets and 6 isotriplets, for a total
of 12 mass eigenstates (when mu = md). Likewise, one
finds 28 mass eigenstates for the first excited [Σ+g (1P )]
multiplet and another 12 for the second excited [Σ+g (2S)]
multiplet. Such large multiplicities have led to the most
frequent criticism of diquark models, that they tend to
overproduce states compared to experiment.
In this regard, however, several points should be noted:
First, new exotic states are still being discovered or
resolved—even at relatively low masses—virtually every
year, so it is not at all impossible that the final tally
in any flavor sector may turn out to be well over 100.
Second, some of the predicted states have JPC quan-
tum numbers that may be difficult to probe with avail-
able production channels (e.g., the conventional ψ3(1D)
(3−−) charmonium candidate state X(3842) has only
been observed for the first time this year [24]). Third,
if a state lies only a modest amount above its fall-apart
decay threshold, then it can be quite wide, and possibly
difficult to distinguish from background (e.g., the con-
ventional charmonium χc0(2P ) candidate state χc0(3860)
lies only about 130 MeV above the DD¯ threshold but has
a width of about 200 MeV [25], which made it challenging
to resolve until relatively recently).
The second common criticism of such models is that
the diquark quasiparticles are not pointlike (estimated
radii of a few times 0.1 fm [12]), and if the full exotic
states are not too many times larger, then the δ and δ¯
wave functions must have considerable spatial overlap.
But then, one expects that the stronger qq¯ color-singlet
attractions should lead to a rearrangement of the quark
constituents into a hadron molecule or hadroquarkonium
configuration (see, e.g., [26]). In the original dynamical
diquark model, such a reorganization prior to decay is
suppressed by the separation of the δδ¯ pair. One can
also develop models in which this separation is not merely
the result of the production process, but is enforced by a
potential barrier [27].
In this work we also explore the effect of finite diquark
sizes by modeling the Schro¨dinger equations to transition
at a chosen distance R from ones describing the interac-
tion of the δδ¯ pair to ones describing the interaction of
the QQ¯ pair. Then the exotic consists primarily of an in-
teracting QQ¯ pair residing in a shell of constant potential
provided by the light qq¯ pair and glue, which is indeed
quite similar to the hadroquarkonium picture. We see
below that the calculated spectrum is fairly insensitive
to changes of R from zero to physically reasonable val-
ues, providing confidence in this aspect of the modeling
of δ-δ¯ states.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we exam-
ine the effect of finite diquark size on the exotics spec-
trum in the manner just described. The introduction
of isospin-dependent interactions between the δ-δ¯ pair
appears in Sec. III, and we compute the corresponding
expressions for the spectrum of the ground-state Σ+g (1S)
multiplet, including both isospin and spin-spin depen-
dence. In Sec. IV we fit the X(3872), Zc(3900), and
Zc(4020) states to the model parameters, and show that
natural choices of the unfixed parameters allow all un-
confirmed members of the multiplet to lie higher in mass,
and indeed respect the pattern of Zc(3900)/Zc(4020) de-
cay modes. Finally, in Sec. V we indicate the direction of
the analogous investigation for excited multiplets, pen-
taquarks, and the bb¯ sector, and summarize our findings.
3II. EFFECTS DUE TO FINITE DIQUARK SIZE
The calculations of Ref. [18] assume a potential V (r)
valid for a δ-δ¯ pair that can assume any separation r.
The functional form V (r) is taken from lattice simula-
tions for a heavy (hence static) particle pair transform-
ing as 3 and 3¯ under SU(3)color. The specific masses,
spin statistics, flavor, and charge quantum numbers of
the heavy sources are considered immaterial to the re-
sults of these calculations, and so one may use the same
potentials for heavy QQ¯ states (using the ground-state
BO potential Σ+g of the color flux tube) or their hy-
brids QQ¯g (using the excited BO potentials such as Π+u ,
Σ−u , etc.), or for δδ¯ tetraquark and θ¯δ pentaquark states.
Of course, quarks are fundamental, presumably pointlike
constituents, while diquarks and triquarks have a finite
spatial extent. One should not expect that the same po-
tential V (r) as used for interactions between pointlike
sources should hold δ-δ¯ or θ¯-δ pairs at arbitrarily small
values of r, in regions where the wave functions of the
quasiparticles strongly overlap.
We present a simple proposal to test the effect of the
finite diquark (or triquark) size: Since each such quasi-
particle in this model contains exactly one heavy quark
or antiquark, we suppose for simplicity the existence of a
critical separation R between the centers of the δ-δ¯ or θ¯-δ
pair, at which point the wave function overlap between
the two is considered significant. Were the quasiparti-
cles hard spheres, then R would equal the sum of their
radii. At distances r<R, we suppose that the dominant
interaction becomes the attraction between the QQ¯ pair,
which uses precisely the same V (r) as for δδ¯ or θ¯δ since
it is also a 3-3¯ pair. However, the masses appearing in
the kinetic-energy term of the Schro¨dinger equation are
no longer mδ or mθ¯, but mQ. We further suppose that,
at reasonably small R, the qq¯ pair simply provides a con-
stant potential in which the QQ¯ pair interact. Since the
state then consists of a QQ¯ pair within a light cloud con-
sisting of the qq¯ pair and glue, the physical picture be-
comes quite similar to that of hadroquarkonium [28]. One
may of course introduce any one of a number of different
methods with a variety of refinements to incorporate the
finite size of the diquark, but this simple ansatz provides
a convenient one-parameter (R) method of testing the
limitations of the approach.
At R=0, the diquark becomes pointlike. One then re-
covers the results calculated in Ref. [18], specifically the
first fits of Table 3 (within small numerical tolerances), in
which the Σ+g (1S) mass eigenvalue is fixed to that of the
X(3872), the diquark mass mδ entering the Schro¨dinger
equation is obtained as an output, and the charm-quark
mass is fixed to a typical value, mc = 1.477 GeV [29].
We have computed modifications to the spectrum using
the above ansatz and a variety of values of R ranging
from 0→ 1 fm (corresponding to a classical hard-sphere
diquark radius of 0.5 fm). Sample results are presented
in Table I; the right-hand columns (R = 0.0 fm) repro-
duce the results of Ref. [18], and the left-hand columns
are computed at R = 0.7 fm. The acronyms refer to
the results of lattice simulations by two collaborations,
JKM [19, 30] and CPRRW [20].
One immediately notes how little many of the numer-
ical results change. The value of mδ, for example, de-
creases by a percent or less. The 2S-1S mass splitting
decreases by only 15–20 MeV in going from R= 0.0 fm
to R = 0.7 fm, the 1P -1S splitting decreases by 36–
40 MeV, and even the 1D-1S splitting decreases by no
more than 46 MeV. These changes amount to roughly 3–
12% decreases in the overall size of the splittings, with the
largest effect occurring in the 1P -1S splitting. It is only
for R>0.8 fm that one begins to see the results changing
more dramatically, so we take 0.4 fm as an indication of
the largest diquark radius one may reasonably treat as
pointlike in these calculations. The length-scale expecta-
tion values, on the other hand, change quite drastically
with R; but since 〈r〉, for example, is a convolution of the
average distance between the δ-δ¯ pair (for r>R) with the
average distance between the QQ¯ pair (for r < R), it is
not surprising that 〈r〉 is sensitive to changing the mass
parameter in the Schro¨dinger equation from mδ to mQ.
III. ISOSPIN INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
DIQUARKS
The one-pion exchange potential between two spin-12
nucleons (with corresponding spin σ and isospin τ op-
erators), separated by a relative position vector r, has
been known for many decades (arguably, as early as
1938 [31, 32]). In modern notation, it reads:
Vpi(r) =
(
gA√
2fpi
)2
τ1 · τ2
[
m2pi
12pi
e−mpir
r
(
σ1 · σ2 + S12
[
1 + 3
mpir
+ 3(mpir)2
])
− 13 σ1 · σ2 δ
(3)(r)
]
, (1)
where the tensor operator S12 is defined by
S12 ≡ 3σ1 · r σ2 · r/r2 − σ1 · σ2 . (2)
In particular, each term depends upon isospin exchange
(τ1 ·τ2), as well as upon spin exchange, between the nu-
cleons. S12 is a rank-2 tensor operator in both spin and
position space, and therefore by the Wigner-Eckart the-
orem all states in an S wave connect through S12 only
4TABLE I. Mass eigenvalues M (in GeV) for hidden-charm dynamical diquark states that are eigenstates (with quantum numbers
nL) of a Schro¨dinger equation in which V (r) is the ground-state BO potential Σ+g . The functional form of V (r) is given by
lattice simulations JKM [19, 30] or CPRRW [20]. The eigenvalue for the 1S state is fixed to the X(3872) mass, and the diquark
mass mδ (in GeV) is the parameter that must be used as input for the Schro¨dinger equation in order to achieve this constraint.
As described in the text, this equation uses mδ as its mass parameter for r>R, and mc=1.477 GeV for r<R. Also computed
are the corresponding expectation values for the length scales 〈1/r〉−1 and 〈r〉 (in fm).
R = 0.7 fm R = 0.0 fm
BO states Potential M mδ 〈1/r〉−1 〈r〉 M mδ 〈1/r〉−1 〈r〉
Σ+g (1S) JKM 3.8716 1.8556 0.36925 0.32136 3.8716 1.8750 0.27202 0.36461
CPRRW 3.8717 1.8390 0.36780 0.32538 3.8716 1.8532 0.27521 0.36915
Σ+g (2S) JKM 4.4231 1.8556 0.49495 0.65605 4.4435 1.8750 0.42698 0.69081
CPRRW 4.4256 1.8390 0.49385 0.66085 4.4405 1.8532 0.43064 0.69640
Σ+g (1P ) JKM 4.2067 1.8556 0.60909 0.50400 4.2462 1.8750 0.48962 0.56613
CPRRW 4.2072 1.8390 0.60589 0.50798 4.2429 1.8532 0.49376 0.57067
Σ+g (1D) JKM 4.4863 1.8556 0.75652 0.67579 4.5323 1.8750 0.66419 0.73132
CPRRW 4.4881 1.8390 0.75436 0.67993 4.5277 1.8532 0.66931 0.73656
to D-wave states, which are expected to lie much higher
in energy [18]. P -wave states, on the other hand, have
nonvanishing diagonal S12 matrix elements. The con-
tact term δ(3)(r) is included for formal reasons, but the
one-pion exchange potential has long been known [33] to
require major modifications at separations below about
2 fm, so that the δ(3)(r) term should actually be replaced
by explicit short-distance effects. In any case, this term
still carries the same spin and isospin dependence as the
long-distance potential.
Since the ∼2 fm range approximately equals the sum
of two nucleon radii (as indicated by, e.g., their ≈0.86 fm
magnetic charge radii [34]), one may suppose that a ma-
jor factor in the transition from the one-pion-exchange
region to that of heavier-meson or multi-pion exchanges
is the appearance of a substantial overlap of nucleon wave
functions.
In Eq. (1), the experimental value of the axial nucleon-
pion coupling is gA=1.2732(23), and the pion decay con-
stant (in this normalization) is fpi=130.2(1.7) MeV [34].
Using an isospin-averaged pion mass, we find(
gA√
2fpi
)2
m2pi
12pi = 4.72 MeV · fm , (3)
a value to be used below as a comparison with the
strength of the isospin exchange between diquarks.
The exchange of pions (and other mesons) between
color-singlet hadrons to bind hadronic molecules, both
in the form of potential exchanges such in as the NNpi
interaction discussed above, and in calculations employ-
ing chiral Lagrangians, has long been one of the primary
mechanisms used to study multiquark exotic hadrons [5].
The long range of pion interactions of course stems from
its status as the lightest meson, which in turn follows
from its role as a Nambu-Goldstone boson of chiral sym-
metry breaking. Isospin dependence of the interactions
in molecular models follows directly from the isospin con-
tent of the exchanged pions.
We now turn to the analogous interaction for diquarks.
In the eigenstates of the dynamical diquark model, the
δ-δ¯ pair assume a nonzero separation, and each of δ , δ¯
contains a light quark that carries isospin I= 12 . However,
δ and δ¯ are color nonsinglets, and they are connected by
a color flux tube. The question then becomes whether
isospin-dependent exchanges can occur in the environ-
ment of nonzero color charge. In fact, this question was
addressed some time ago in the context of high-density
QCD. As shown in the context of color-flavor locking, the
Nambu-Goldstone theorem of chiral-symmetry breaking
remains valid even within this environment of dense color
charge, so that colored analogues of pions have been
shown to exist in this case [23]. In this work we posit that
the same effect arises along an extended color flux tube:
An analogue to pion exchange exists between the δ-δ¯ pair,
providing a natural source of isospin dependence in the
exotics spectrum of the dynamical diquark model. To be
clear, we do not take this effect in the current scenario of
the δ-δ¯ interaction to be proven to exist at the level of a
theorem, but we do consider such an isospin-dependent
interaction with pionlike couplings to be a rather likely
physical effect.
Assuming then that the color flux tube connecting the
δ-δ¯ pair supports exchanges of a color-nonsinglet Nambu-
Goldstone boson, one expects a potential interaction be-
tween the light flavors within the diquarks similar in form
to Eq. (1). In this paper we ignore the S12 term, since the
fit is confined to the lowest S-wave multiplet. However,
nothing in principle prevents an analysis of the P -wave
(or higher) states; only a paucity of confirmed states in
this multiplet discourages such a study at this time, and
we provide a few relevant comments on a P - or higher-
wave analysis in Sec. V. Neglecting S12, the remaining
5terms of Eq. (1) are proportional to τq ·τq¯ σq ·σq¯. In
the current model, we simply label the coefficient of this
operator as V0.
One may take the phenomenology a step further in
order to compare to ordinary one-pion exchange. As dis-
cussed above, we strike the contact term δ(3)(r) from
the exchange potential, since at short distances the di-
quark wave functions must overlap, necessarily leading to
a more complicated interaction. Next, since the calcula-
tions of Ref. [18] show how to compute any expectation
value without the need of calculating explicit wave func-
tions, one may obtain an explicit expectation value for
the Yukawa part of the potential, 〈e−mpir/r〉, and from
this result, extract a coefficient called V˜0 that may be
compared with the combination in Eq. (3). Explicitly,
we write the full isospin-dependent potential VI(r) as
VI(r) = V˜0 × e
−mpir
r
× τq ·τq¯ σq ·σq¯ ,
V0 ≡ V˜0
〈
e−mpir
r
〉
. (4)
It bears mentioning that the Yukawa potential expecta-
tion value decreases for excited states, and so while V˜0
should be approximately the same constant for all multi-
plets, the particular value of V0 obtained below [Eq. (19)]
holds only for the Σ+g (1S) multiplet. A direct comparison
with Eq. (3) is also difficult because the relation between
the observed (vacuum) pion mass mpi and the mass pa-
rameter for the corresponding in-medium exchange quan-
tum (the “colored pion”) along the color flux tube is un-
known, not to mention the size of its coupling to the
diquark (the analogue to gA/fpi). For simplicity, we take
the mass of the “colored pion” in Eq. (4) to equal mpi.
The states in the ground-state multiplet Σ+g (1S), prior
to introducing isospin, are defined as
JPC = 0++ : X0 ≡
∣∣0δ, 0δ¯〉0 , X ′0 ≡ ∣∣1δ, 1δ¯〉0 ,
JPC = 1++ : X1 ≡ 1√2
(∣∣1δ, 0δ¯〉1+ ∣∣0δ, 1δ¯〉1) ,
JPC = 1+− : Z ≡ 1√
2
(∣∣1δ, 0δ¯〉1− ∣∣0δ, 1δ¯〉1) ,
Z ′ ≡ ∣∣1δ, 1δ¯〉1 ,
JPC = 2++ : X2 ≡
∣∣1δ, 1δ¯〉2 , (5)
where the number preceding each δ(δ¯) subscript is the di-
quark (antidiquark) spin (sδ and sδ¯, respectively), while
the outer subscript on each ket is the total quark spin J .
In terms of the basis of good qq¯ and QQ¯ spin quantum
numbers (sqq¯ and sQQ¯, respectively), the corresponding
eigenstates are
X˜0 ≡
∣∣0qq¯, 0QQ¯〉0 = +12X0 +
√
3
2 X
′
0 ,
X˜ ′0 ≡
∣∣1qq¯, 1QQ¯〉0 = +
√
3
2 X0 −
1
2X
′
0 ,
Z˜ ≡ ∣∣1qq¯, 0QQ¯〉1 = 1√2 (Z ′+ Z) ,
Z˜ ′ ≡ ∣∣0qq¯, 1QQ¯〉1 = 1√2 (Z ′− Z) . (6)
Expressing the basis change between Eqs. (5) and (6) in
terms of rotation matrices, one finds
JPC = 0++ :
(
X0
X ′0
)
=
(
cos pi3 sin
pi
3
sin pi3 − cos pi3
)(
X˜0
X˜ ′0
)
,
JPC = 1++ : X1 =
∣∣1qq¯, 1QQ¯〉1 ,
JPC = 1+− :
(
Z
Z ′
)
=
(
cos pi4 − sin pi4
sin pi4 cos
pi
4
)(
Z˜
Z˜ ′
)
,
JPC = 2++ : X2 =
∣∣1qq¯, 1QQ¯〉2 , (7)
where outer subscripts again indicate total quark spin J .
The mass eigenstates formed from the states of degen-
erate JPC in Eq. (5) are defined as(
X¯0
X¯ ′0
)
=
(
cos θ0 sin θ0
− sin θ0 cos θ0
)(
X0
X ′0
)
,(
Z¯
Z¯ ′
)
=
(
cos θ1 sin θ1
− sin θ1 cos θ1
)(
Z
Z ′
)
. (8)
While it is not logically necessary to require the mixing
angles θ0 and θ1 for these systems to assume the same
values in both the I=0 and I=1 channels, to do so is a
reasonable minimal ansatz. As shown below, this ansatz
does not conflict with current experimental findings.
The full model Hamiltonian reads
H = M0 + 2κqQ(sq ·sQ + sq¯ ·sQ¯) + V0 τq ·τq¯ σq ·σq¯ ,(9)
where M0 is the common multiplet mass, computed in
Ref. [18] using spin- and isospin-blind Schro¨dinger equa-
tions that depend only upon the diquark (or also, in the
pentaquark case, triquark) mass and a central potential
computed on the lattice from pure-glue configurations.
The second term of Eq. (9) represents the primary in-
teraction of the “Type-II” diquark model [21], with the
parameter κqQ representing the strength of the spin-spin
couplings within diquarks (q only to Q, q¯ only to Q¯).
The matrix elements of the symmetry-breaking opera-
tors in Eq. (9) are computed easily using standard square-
completion tricks. The second term evaluates to
κqQ
[
sδ(sδ + 1) + sδ¯(sδ¯ + 1)− 3
]
, (10)
which is trivially computed for states expressed in the di-
quark basis of Eq. (5), for which the operator is diagonal.
The third term evaluates to
V0 [2I(I + 1)− 3] [2sqq¯(sqq¯ + 1)− 3] , (11)
6which is trivially computed for states expressed in the to-
tal light-quark spin (sqq¯) basis of Eq. (6). Using the mass
eigenstates defined in Eq. (8), one immediately computes
the masses for the 12 physical states in the Σ+g (1S) mul-
tiplet:
M I=0
X¯0
= M0 − κqQ [1 + 2 cos(2θ0)] + 3V0
[
1− 2 cos
(
2θ0 +
pi
3
)]
,
M I=0
X¯′0
= M0 − κqQ [1− 2 cos(2θ0)] + 3V0
[
1 + 2 cos
(
2θ0 +
pi
3
)]
,
M I=1
X¯0
= M0 − κqQ [1 + 2 cos(2θ0)]− V0
[
1− 2 cos
(
2θ0 +
pi
3
)]
,
M I=1
X¯′0
= M0 − κqQ [1− 2 cos(2θ0)]− V0
[
1 + 2 cos
(
2θ0 +
pi
3
)]
,
M I=0X1 = M0 − κqQ − 3V0 ,
M I=1X1 = M0 − κqQ + V0 ,
M I=0X2 = M0 + κqQ − 3V0 ,
M I=1X2 = M0 + κqQ + V0 ,
M I=0
Z¯
= M0 − κqQ cos(2θ1) + 3V0 [1− 2 sin(2θ1)] ,
M I=0
Z¯′ = M0 + κqQ cos(2θ1) + 3V0 [1 + 2 sin(2θ1)] ,
M I=1
Z¯
= M0 − κqQ cos(2θ1)− V0 [1− 2 sin(2θ1)] ,
M I=1
Z¯′ = M0 + κqQ cos(2θ1)− V0 [1 + 2 sin(2θ1)] . (12)
These 12 masses depend upon a common multiplet
mass M0, two Hamiltonian parameters (κqQ and V0),
and the mixing angles θ0,1. At this point, Eqs. (12) are
equally valid for cc¯ and bb¯ tetraquarks, as well as Bc
tetraquarks if one includes distinct κqc and κqb couplings.
Note that the primed and unprimed states interchange
under a trivial shift of the mixing angles: X¯0↔X¯ ′0 when
θ0→θ0+pi2 , and similarly Z¯↔ Z¯ ′ when θ1→θ1+pi2 . There-
fore, the unprimed and primed states are equally valid
for purposes of parametric fitting to the mass spectrum.
However, these states remain inequivalent in terms of
their content according to sqq¯ and sQQ¯ eigenvalues, a dis-
tinction that can be probed through their decay modes.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We now test whether this model can accommodate
what is known about the ground-state [Σ+g (1S)] hidden-
charm exotics, the JPC = 1++ X(3872), and the 1+−
states Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) (the C parity eigenvalue
referring to the neutral states). The Particle Data
Group [34] averages for their masses are
mX(3872) = 3871.69± 0.17 MeV ,
mZc(3900) = 3887.2± 2.3 MeV ,
mZc(4020) = 4024.1± 1.9 MeV . (13)
The Zc states have been observed in both charged and
neutral variants, meaning that they have I=1 [and hence
G = C(−1)I = +]. On the other hand, we noted above
that no charged partner of the X(3872) has been ob-
served despite a dedicated search [22], which suggests
I=0. However, the X(3872) is unique among all hadrons
in quantitatively not belonging to a single isospin mul-
tiplet. Its mass is almost precisely equal that of D¯∗0D0
but about 8 MeV below that of D¯∗+D−, while the ide-
alized I = 0 and I = 1 combinations of these states are
equal admixtures. Likewise, X(3872) has been observed
to decay to both the G = + (hence I = 1) final state
pi+pi−J/ψ and the G=− final states ωJ/ψ (I = 0) and
(very recently [35]) pi0χc0 (I = 1). The mere facts that
mu < md and that X(3872) lies in the close proximity
to the threshold for one particular charge combination
appear to be responsible for these fascinating results. In
the current model, however, we take mu=md and treat
X(3872) as the unique I=0 1++ state in Σ+g (1S), XI=01 .
Without performing a detailed accounting of every sig-
nificant source of fine-structure splitting expected to ap-
pear in these states, a precise estimate of the numer-
ical uncertainties on our mass predictions is impossi-
ble. Nevertheless, if the model is to have any validity,
it must incorporate basic phenomenological facts such as
the ∼20 MeV mass difference mZc(3900)−mX(3872). One
may therefore take 20 MeV as a reasonable upper limit
for mass uncertainties in this model.
Using the values in Eqs. (13) (with uncertainties sup-
pressed) in Eqs. (12), one obtains
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2
(
mZc(4020) +mZc(3900)
)
= M0 − V0 = 3955.65 MeV ,
1
2
(
mZc(4020) +mZc(3900)
)−mX(3872) = κqc + 2V0 = 83.96 MeV ,
1
2
(
mZc(4020) −mZc(3900)
)
= |κqc cos 2θ1 − 2V0 sin 2θ1| = 68.45 MeV . (14)
The absolute value in the third expression reflects the
fact, noted above, that Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) may be
identified with Z¯ or Z¯ ′ in either order, under the replace-
ment θ1→θ1+ pi2 . According to Eqs. (6)–(8), this substi-
tution exchanges the relative amounts of the sQQ¯=0 and
sQQ¯=1 components in the mass eigenstates. In particu-
lar, θ1 = pi4 takes Z¯ to the pure sQQ¯=0 eigenstate Z˜ and
takes Z¯ ′ to the pure sQQ¯=1 eigenstate Z˜ ′, while θ1 = 3pi4
takes Z¯→ Z˜ ′ and Z¯ ′→ Z˜. Since Zc(3900) has been ob-
served to decay to piJ/ψ and not pihc, while the reverse
is true for Zc(4020) [34], identifying Z¯ with Zc(3900),
and Z¯ ′ with Zc(4020), is best achieved through values
θ1 ≈ 3pi4 . Even so, we do not impose this constraint on
the fit, focusing initially only upon the mass spectrum.
First, even without information on θ1, we predict
M I=1X2 = mZc(4020)+mZc(3900)−mX(3872) = 4039.61 MeV.
(15)
Should a charged, JPC =2++ exotic state fail to occur in
the vicinity of 4040 MeV, then the validity of this sim-
plified model must be reassessed. Note that the XI=12
has G=−1 and, according to Eq. (7), preferentially de-
cays to J/ψ, which also carries G=−1. This state would
therefore most easily be seen in the channel pipiJ/ψ.
Imposing the constraints of Eqs. (14) on the last 8
mass expressions in Eq. (12) leaves the remaining four
non-scalar states, M I=1X1 , M
I=0
X2
, M I=0
Z¯
, and M I=0
Z¯′ , as
functions of the single parameter θ1. Taking θ1→ θ1+pi
simply changes the normalization sign of both Z¯ and Z¯ ′,
so one may consider only the range θ1∈ [0, pi]. The most
important constraint from a phenomenological perspec-
tive is that the “charged partner” to the X(3872), XI=11 ,
must be substantially heavier, at least 20 MeV [22], than
the X(3872). From Eqs. (12), one notes that this con-
straint simply reads V0 > 5 MeV. While V0 is not yet
fixed at this stage of the fit, one notes that
1
2
(
M I=1X1 +M
I=0
X2
)
= M0 − V0 = 3955.65 MeV , (16)
meaning that allowing XI=11 to be excessively heavy
forces the spin-2 isoscalar XI=02 to be so light that it
would already have been observed. θ1 can only be al-
lowed in certain numerical ranges to avoid this prob-
lem, but fortunately, these ranges are substantial: The
lighter of {XI=11 , XI=02 } exceeds the X(3872) mass for
θ1/pi ∈ [0, 0.10], [0.65, 0.85], and [0.90, 1.00]. XI=11 is
the heavier of these two states in the middle interval
and the lighter in the other two intervals. Within these
ranges, M I=1X1 − mX(3872) > 20 MeV for the restricted
ranges θ1/pi ∈ [0, 0.04], [0.65, 0.85], and [0.91, 1.00]. The
masses of the two isoscalar partners {Z¯I=0, Z¯ ′I=0} to
the Zc(3900) and Zc(4020) exceed mX(3872) over these
full ranges, and the lighter of the two exceeds mZc(3900)
over the restricted ranges except for the small interval
θ1/pi ∈ [0.71, 0.75], where even there it is never more
than about 2 MeV below mZc(3900); indeed, precisely at
the ideal mixing angle θ1 = 3pi4 , Eqs. (12) show that the
isoscalar Z¯ ′I=0 becomes degenerate with Z¯I=1 =Zc(3900).
One finds, therefore, that rather large ranges of θ1 appear
to all satisfy spectroscopic constraints.
The possibility of an isoscalar 1+− state quasi-
degenerate with the Zc(3900) is interesting in light of
phenomenological mystery: mZc(3900) as determined via
its piJ/ψ decay channel (pure I = 1) tends to lie several
MeV above its value as determined through (DD¯∗)0 (a
mixture of I = 0, 1) [34]. If the latter resonance turns
out to be a mixture of Z¯ ′I=0 and Z¯I=1, then a shifted
mass—an average of the two mass eigenvalues—might be
expected. In addition, if Z¯I=1 is nearly ideally mixed to
decay to scc¯=1 charmonium, then Z¯ ′I=0 is nearly ideally
mixed to decay to scc¯ = 0 charmonium, meaning that
one would have a mixture of both components in this
scenario. However, since the Zc(3900)± mass measured
through the channel (DD¯∗)± (a pure I=1 combination)
is also low, this resolution is not entirely satisfactory.
Nevertheless, such mixing should be kept in mind as a
possibility, should the Zc(3900) mass discrepancy persist.
Turning to the decay properties, we have already
noted the preferential coupling of Zc(3900) to J/ψ and
Zc(4020) to hc. As easily seen from combining Eqs. (6)–
(8), the scc¯=1 content of Z¯I=1 =Zc(3900) is given by
Pscc¯=1[Zc(3900)] = sin2
(
θ1 − pi4
)
. (17)
In the restricted allowed ranges for θ1/pi listed above,
we find Pscc¯=1[Zc(3900)] ∈ [0.36, 0.50], [0.91, 1.00], and
[0.50, 0.76], respectively. In light of the preference for
Zc(3900)→ J/ψ and Zc(4020)→ hc, the second region,
θ1/pi ∈ [0.65, 0.85], appears to be favored. Note a very
recent result [36], the observation of Zc(3900)±→ ρ±ηc,
indicating that Zc(3900) is not a perfect scc¯=1 state.
We now consider the scalar sector. Recalling that
X¯0 ↔ X¯ ′0 when θ0 → θ0 + pi2 for both the I = 0, 1 chan-
nels, one need consider only the range θ0/pi∈ [0, 12 ]. One
then finds, over the preferred range θ1/pi ∈ [0.65, 0.85]
that all four of the X¯0 states are heavier than the
X(3872) over the full range of θ0 except in the inter-
val θ0/pi ∈ [0.29, 0.42], and in that case only the state
8TABLE II. Masses (in MeV) of the 12 ground-state multiplet
[Σ+g (1S)] states in the dynamical diquark model for the choice
of mixing parameters θ0 =0.49pi and θ1 =0.80pi. Experimen-
tal inputs [Eqs. (13)] are in boldface.
MI=0
X¯0
= 4215.7 MI=0X1 = 3871.7 M
I=0
Z¯
= 4271.5
MI=0
X¯′0
= 3924.9 MI=1X1 = 4004.1 M
I=0
Z¯′ = 3904.7
MI=1
X¯0
= 3936.7 MI=0X2 = 3907.2 M
I=1
Z¯
= 3887.2
MI=1
X¯′0
= 3939.1 MI=1X2 = 4039.6 M
I=1
Z¯′ = 4024.1
X¯ ′I=00 is too light. The other scalar states tend to be
much heavier, ranging from at least 3900 MeV to well
over 4200 MeV. In summary, mixing angles in the ranges
θ0
pi
∈ [0, 0.29], [0.42, 0.79], [0.92, 1] , θ1
pi
∈ [0.65, 0.85] ,
(18)
appear to produce no conflicts with experiment.
In order to demonstrate the full predictive power of
the model, we now choose one allowed set of {θ0, θ1}
and present the complete set of mass eigenvalues for all
12 states in the ground-state Σ+g (1S) multiplet. We fix
θ1/pi= 0.80, in which case [by Eq. (17)] the Zc(3900) is
over 97% scc¯ = 1, and the original model parameters of
Eq. (9) are determined separately as
M0 = 3988.75 MeV, κqc = 17.76 MeV, V0 = 33.10 MeV.
(19)
Since 〈e−mpir/r〉≈3.1 fm−1 for the Σ+g (1S) states, Eq. (4)
gives
V˜0 = 11.0 MeV · fm , (20)
comparable in magnitude to, but a factor 2.3 larger than,
the color-singlet NNpi coupling of Eq. (3). Additionally
setting θ0/pi=0.49 to fix the scalar sector, we obtain the
full results presented in Table II. If M0 in Eq. (19) is
used instead of mX(3872) for the Σ+g (1S) mass eigenvalue
in a fit such as in Ref. [18] or the right-hand columns of
Table I, one obtains a diquark mass mδ=1.92–1.94 GeV,
about 3% larger, while the length scales 〈1/r〉−1 or 〈r〉
are about 1.5% smaller.
As promised, the lowest state in this multiplet is
the X(3872). Its “charged partner” XI=11 lies a full
130 MeV higher in mass, and therefore would be ex-
pected to be quite wide, possibly unobservably so. The
price for achieving this gap was noted in Eq. (16), that
the XI=02 mass must be pushed lower, in our example to
3907.2 MeV. In fact, the χc2(3930) has the same quan-
tum numbers, and while expected to be the conventional
charmonium χc2(2P ) state, its most recent mass mea-
surement by LHCb [24] of 3921.9±0.6±0.2 MeV is rather
lower than earlier determinations [34], possibly pointing
to a more complicated configuration such as two peaks, or
a mixture of χc2(2P ) with a tetraquark state. The pos-
sible quasi-degeneracy of Z¯ ′I=0 with Zc(3900) has been
noted above. The 2++ state XI=12 lies near the un-
confirmed C = + state Zc(4055)±, as well as the un-
confirmed charged [37] and neutral [38] “charmoniumlike
structures” around 4035 MeV.
In this particular fit, the scalar mixing angle θ0 was
chosen to make the 0++ state X¯ ′ I=00 light, so as to iden-
tify it with the χc0(3915). The nature of this state
remains quite controversial [39]; for instance, it might
even be the lowest cc¯ss¯ state [40]. Indeed, a very re-
cent determination of the mass of this state as an ωJ/ψ
resonance [41] gives 3926.4±2.2 MeV. Meanwhile, the
states X¯(′) I=10 are quasi-degenerate, appearing near the
unconfirmed state X(3940). The candidate states above
4200 MeV are very possibly too wide to resolve experi-
mentally. Other choices of θ0 can push up all of the scalar
states to at least 3950 MeV, or seek to accommodate the
Z±c (4100) or X(4160), neither of which has been con-
firmed, let alone confirmed to have positive parity. The
only other positive-parity states in this range, Y (4140)
and Y (4274), are ignored in this analysis since they have
only been observed as φJ/ψ resonances and therefore are
very possibly cc¯ss¯ [18, 40].
Lastly, we note from Table II that the full fine-
structure splitting of the Σ+g (1S) multiplet can be much
larger than the crude estimate of 150 MeV given in
Ref. [18]. However, if the states heavier than 4200 MeV
turn out to be unobservably wide, then the spectrum
of observable Σ+g (1S) states does indeed turn out to be
about 170 MeV.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have developed a variant of the dy-
namical diquark model in which isospin dependence is
explicitly incorporated. We also developed a simple mod-
ification of our calculation to test for effects on the exotics
spectrum due to finite diquark size.
Allowing for the potential to transition from one de-
scribing the interaction of diquarks at large separations
r to one dominated by the QQ¯ interaction at separa-
tions below a chosen value r = R effectively introduces
an effective diquark radius of R/2. We find by explicit
calculation that the exotics spectrum changes very little
until R is as large as 0.8 fm, meaning that results ob-
tained by treating the diquarks as pointlike are reliable
even for compact diquarks with radii as large as 0.4 fm.
The existence of an isospin-dependent interaction be-
tween separated diquarks, a type of colored pion ex-
change, is based upon the existence of a Nambu-
Goldstone theorem of chiral-symmetry breaking shown
to occur in dense QCD. Isospin dependence is clearly
evident in the observation of exotic states to appear in
isosinglets and isotriplets, rather than quartets. We ap-
plied this ansatz of isospin dependence to the 12 states
in the ground-state multiplet Σ+g (1S), taking X(3872),
Zc(3900), and Zc(4020) as members, and predicted the
masses of the others.
The X(3872) in this model naturally emerges over
9large portions of the allowed parameter space as the light-
est exotic state, and its “charged partner”, the JPC =
1++ I = 1 member of the multiplet, is much heavier.
Moreover, the decay preferences Zc(3900) → J/ψ and
Zc(4020)→ hc emerge directly from the analysis of the
mass spectrum. We have obtained fits in which several of
the ill-characterized low-lying exotics naturally appear as
members of the Σ+g (1S) multiplet, and some of the pre-
dicted mass eigenvalues lie so high above the dominant
“fall-apart” decay mode of the corresponding state that
they may be too wide to discern easily.
The natural next step is to consider the first excited
multiplet, Σ+g (1P ), whose states all carry negative par-
ity. A number of states have been assigned to this mul-
tiplet [18], such as Y (4220) and Y (4360). However, both
experimental and theoretical issues complicate this anal-
ysis. This mass region includes the expected location of
the lightest hybrid charmonium states [17], which lie out-
side this analysis. Additionally, no P =−, I = 1 exotic
states have yet been confirmed. From the perspective of
modeling, several other operators not included in Eq. (9)
need to be considered, not least of which are the tensor
operator S12 of Eq. (2) (both isospin-dependent and in-
dependent) and the spin-orbit operator. In the second
excited multiplet [including states such as Zc(4430)], one
expects the range of masses of states in either Σ+g (2S) or
Σ+g (1D) to overlap [18], or even for the states themselves
in the two multiplets to mix via tensor terms, again com-
plicating the analysis. In short, not enough states have
been fully characterized in the excited multiplets of this
model to perform a reliable analysis.
Nevertheless, one basic feature is expected to hold for
the excited multiplets: With reference to Eq. (4), ex-
cited states are spatially larger, meaning that 〈e−mpir/r〉
is smaller in higher levels, and so one expects smaller
mass splittings within the higher multiplets in this model
(an analogous effect occurs for fine-structure splittings in
ordinary quarkonium).
Multiplets of exotics with excited glue fields, such as
Π+u (1P )-Σ−u (1P ), have not even been mentioned in this
paper, since as was shown in Ref. [18], they are expected
to lie about 1 GeV above the Σ+g (1S) ground states (just
like the gap between quarkonium hybrids and conven-
tional quarkonium states). Nevertheless, were they to
be considered in a model analogous to the one described
here, yet further operators would need to be included,
such as ones dependent upon not only quark spin, but the
spin of the nontrivial glue degrees of freedom as well [42].
Lastly, all of the phenomenology presented here refers
to the sector of hidden-charm tetraquarks. In the pen-
taquark sector, the states according to the model of
Ref. [13] contain triquarks of the form θ¯ = [c¯(ud)3¯]3,
where the ud pair is an I=0 diquark inherited from the
initial Λb decay process from which all pentaquarks to
date have been produced. But in that case, the θ¯-δ pair
does not exchange isospin, and only simple I = 12 pen-
taquarks occur. Likewise, if the ud diquark carries spin
0 like that in Λb, then the triquark uniquely carries spin
1
2 . One may then study the pentaquarks in a spin-only
formulation of the model, as in, e.g., Ref. [43], or using
in a different diquark-triquark formulation in Ref. [44].
Nor has the b sector been discussed in this paper.
Again, not enough states have been observed to at-
tempt a reliable fit to the full spectrum, but in this case
the best-characterized exotic candidates are isotriplets,
the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650). The relative spacings of
B(∗)B¯(∗) thresholds and conventional bottomonium lev-
els are different from those in the cc¯ system, leading to
a rather different phenomenology. The bottom analogue
to the X(3872), the I=0 1++ state Xb (see Refs. [45, 46]
for nice discussions of its expected properties) has not
yet been observed. While X(3872) emerged naturally as
the lightest state among the hidden-charm tetraquarks in
this model, there exist alternate portions of the param-
eter space where the I = 0 1++ state is not the lightest,
and this observation may turn out to be relevant for the
b system.
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